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A Few Words About It All
Every college worth its booze must have a literary 

magazine. VoilsA Add the complication of technology and have this: 
The 1991-92 Colours.

Over 120 poems, short stories, and essays were 
submitted, and I have, as an editor, attempted to compile a diverse 
collection of these works so as to accurately represent the 
spectrum of ideas and interests of the Carroll College community. 
Since this is a “literary" magazine, the range has broadened to 
welcome the literary materials of faculty members as well. I hope 
this tradition will continue.

The writings, some of which aredeep personal reflections, 
purport to arouse useful discourse, or contemplative soliloquies. 
Some of the literature might appear peculiarly hilarious; others 
provocatively serious. But that is the only apology we offer. This 
is a magazine to be proud of. We arel It is hoped that Colours will 
provide a pleasant escape from the “Dry-Your-Eyes” text books.

Thanks, then, to all the writers Who had contributed their 
work. Thanks to Ed Noonan for his sincere and continued support 
of this publication. Next, I acknowledge my indebtedness to 
Professor Ann Bertagnolli, the English Department, and Professor 
Barry Ferst for their advice and guidance. Without them, this 
publication could not have realized its literary and artistic 
potential.

Finally, I offer special thanks to the staff-Doug and 
Sheila McCallum, Michelle Kaney, Paul Gimmness, and “Johnny- 
the-do-gooder” Byrd. The staff is a special family, dedicated to 
literature and entertainment and booze. Its members dine at Saga 
as a group and take and flunk numerous notorious GLAR courses 
together. It is a very proud family at that.

ENJOYI
Son Nguyen
Editor
3/15/92
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My Blessing in Disguise
I have shared much with many people.
And given until I had nothing left.
I have always felt I was cheated and robbed.
And part of me wondered if I was just here for the rest.

No one ever cared how I was doing.
Or at least that's what It seemed to be.
But all of that changed when I met you.
I am finally appreciated for being me.

I can't honestly say why God gave me you.
I only know I'm very happy he did.
So many things have been going right because of you. 
Since you've always been there and "listened* to 
what I've said.

The you that I speak of. is you my friends. 
There can't be just one person I could thank.
I couldn't have made it here without you. 
Because I would still be nothing but a blank.

You have given my Ufe a great gift.
All of you have helped me start anew.
You did this without trying or knowing.
For this genuineness please know~l love you.

I don't know if there is a way I can return.
All that I owe to each of you.
But please understand I'll do aH I can. 
Because I want to show you. my friends.
That you're looking at one grateful man.

-Paul Connolly
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My My rffts
I’v« laarnad from gou that learning la inquiring.
Learning ia narar takan for granted, 
that onlg one anamar la correct.

I’ve learned from gou that teaching la aharlng.
I hare caught gour paaalan for knomledgo 
in gour millingneao to give.

I've learned from gou that information brings understanding 
With undaratanding I have hopa 
for mgaalf and for humankind.

Thank gou for tha gift of gour inatruction.
What I learn todag mill ba mg toola
in mhat 1 understand and share tomorrom.

--Kathg Kinakag
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jenevieve the Fair
by Jenny Hagan

Jenevieve the Fair yawned like a new-born kitten, 
stretching her arms high above her head. Her ladies-in-waiting 
brushed her luxurious blond hair and prepared her satiny bed. It 
was late, and she was exhausted after a long day of celebration; for 
today had been her sister's pre-wedding banquet, and half the 
kingdom had attended.

Jenevieve pinned up her plaited hair and climbed into the 
massive bed. She had barely laid her head on the pillow when she 
felt herself drifting off into a heavy sleep.

“Get up, fair maiden,” the voice commanded, “for we have 
a long journey ahead of us." Jenevieve peered through the haze 
that had suddenly filled her room, hardly able to discern the dark 
figure in her doorway.

"Pray tell, sir, who are you and from where do you hail? 
What have you in mind for me? Is it good or evil? For I am very 
weary and have an even longer day ahead of me tomorrow,” she 
replied, propping herself on one elbow.

“The name I bear and whence I came are of little 
importance this fine eve. Nay, hold your tongue and follow me, for 
we cannot waste such precious time,” he replied staunchly, 
pulling her out of the bed. Jenevieve scarcely had time to grab her 
dressing gown before she was whisked away from the great halls of 
her noble father's castle.

Before she was folly aware of what was happening, she 
found herself in the middle of a ghostly forest--wind whistled 
through the tall, black trees, and small animals scattered through 
the underbrush. The dark form who had delivered her here had 
disappeared, and she was frighteningly alone.

“My lord, where have you brought me? It is dreadfully 
eerie in this darkened glen. What have I done to deserve such 
penance?” she wailed, falling to her knees. Another form 
appeared before her, taking the shape of a slight wood-nymph.

“Dear child, be not so foolish. Thou shall not be harmed if 
thou follows my instructions. Now dry thine eyes and listen 
carefully. Thou will embark on a great journey. On this journey, 
thou will come upon three dilemmas. Each dilemma must be
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resolved before thou will be able to continue. The form each 
dilemma takes, I cannot reveal, but follow thy heart and thy wit, 
and thou will pass through safely. Do not give in to thy fears, but 
face them head on--it is the only means of survival," the nymph 
warned, pointing Jenevieve toward the path she was to follow.

Jenevieve looked down the winding path and turned to ask 
the nymph a question, but she was gone. Well, I have no choice. It 
would seem that I am destined to follow this path, but what shall 
befall me is a mystery. I can only hope I have the strength to 
prevail, she mused quietly.

Jenevieve soon came to the edge of the forest and was 
dismayed to see that the path had come to an end. She gazed through 
the heavy fog and stepped tentatively into the clearing. Suddenly, a 
giant wall of flame shot up around her. She screamed, horrified at 
the thought of such an untimely demise. She clutched at her 
stomach and tried to gather her wits. She felt herself growing 
faint as the screaming wall closed in around her.

"Jenevieve, embolden your heart and use your wits, for 
thou has everything thou needs to conquer this fear. Thou must 
conquer it if thou ever wishes to return to thy cherished 
kingdom,” a voice warned in the night. Jenevieve’s mind spun, 
and she was surprised to look down into her hand and find a flint 
and some small pieces of kindling. She pondered for a moment 
when an idea struck her.

She knelt off to one side of the rapidly shrinking circle.
Her hands shook as she struck the flint, igniting one of the twigs. 
She then took the twig and lit the middle of the circle on fire, 
burning a black oval five feet in diameter. Jenevieve stepped into 
the charred area and crossed her arms around herself. She closed 
her eyes as the fire crackled loudly, now only a foot away. She felt 
the heat and sparks singe her face.

When she began to feel cool, smoky breezes blowing around 
her nightdress, she slowly opened her eyes. It was a miraclel 
She’d managed to thwart the deadly fire with only a small flint and 
a handful of twigs. Jenevieve sighed and glanced all around her. 
She was once again surrounded by a thickening fog.

When she looked down at the ground, she was surprised to 
see no signs of the flames. Where the blaze had only a moment ago 
burned, there now lay another broken path. Her instinct urged 
her on, and she resumed her Journey.

She followed the trail to its rocky end, and saw a 
comforting light in the distance. As she approached the light, she
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realized that it was a candle burning in the window of a small 
dwelling. She peered In the window and was heartened by what she 
saw. Inside was a group of young people, much like herself. She 
stepped to the door and opened it quietly, shying away from the 
possibility of interrupting.

"Come in, young maiden, and sit thou on this golden stool, 
for it is obvious that thou are of gentle upbringing,” a handsome 
man beckoned. Jenevieve realized that the room was filled 
entirely with men. She smiled graciously at the man, unsure of 
his intentions.

"Thank you, m'lord. If it would not trouble thou, I would 
be grateful if thou would share thy name and rank, for I am a 
weary traveller in need of a friend," Jenevieve requested quietly.

After she had finished voicing her request, the man rose 
from this stool and bowed before her, taking her hand. "It is 
Philip the Conqueror kneeling before you, Princess. May I offer 
blessings to your great beauty and everlasting charm. If thou art 
not married, I will personally sponsor thy marriage to the finest 
man of your choosing,” he exuded suavely, kissing her hand. He 
looked up at her glowing eyes, and shrank away at the sight of her 
withered face. Jenevieve grew confused at his shock and opened 
her mouth to speak, but she could merely croak like a shriveled 
shrew.

"Your treachery is abominable, old hag. To approach this 
fine retreat in the hopes of overpowering us with your witchcraft 
is despicable. To think we were to offer our riches to you for your 
selection. If my power as a prince prevails, thou will not marry 
any one of usl Indeed, if thou are to marry at all, it will be to 
some poor serf such as John here. John Lackland they call him, 
for he is too destitute to find himself a decent plot of land. A witch 
such as yourself deserves no better,” he raged.

Jenevieve gestured hopelessly, trying to show them the 
truth about her noble blood. She shook her head wildly as the 
tears began to pour down her cheeks. She had never thought her 
idle fear of remaining a spinster could spring to life so violently. 
Before her very eyes, the group of men began to take on a different 
form. The fire died in the grate, and a mist filled the gray abode. 
Now, where the men had once stood, there was a gigantic spider 
web. In the middle of the web, dung a huge black widow.

"One prick of my lethal appendage will prove to us all if 
you are truly a noblewoman,” the spider hissed, sounding exactly 
like Philip.
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Jenevieve ran toward the door, but It was bolted and 
covered by the huge web. She cried out in horror, looking vainly 
around the room for some sort of escape. The only thing left in the 
room was a table cluttered with dried herbs. She scurried into the 
comer behind the table, praying for inspiration. She remembered 
the words of the wood-nymph: ‘follow your heart and your wit.‘

Memories of the town sorceress filled her mind. She 
recalled an episode when a friend of hers had been bitten by a 
deadly spider. The woman had mixed a portion of herbs and forced 
her to drink the vile concoction. Jenevieve struggled to remember 
the ingredients and reached for the herbs.

She ground the herbs quickly, mixing together only the 
ones she hoped would protect her from the spider. She added them 
to a glass of mellow wine and drank it quickly, for the spider was 
crawling nearer and nearer. She steeled herself for his bite and 
winced as she felt his sting.

She leaned against the table and waited for a reaction. 
Minutes passed. Still she felt no ill effects. Her concoction had 
worked! On the bare table a mirror appeared, and when she picked 
it up she saw herself, young and beautiful, reflected in the glass.

“I'm freel You cannot harm me, spider. My blood is pure, 
and needs no man to prove it. You see, I have my wits, and that is 
all I need. Attercop, attercop, old spider, and be gone with youl" 
With that proclamation, she knocked open the door and stalked 
away, leaving the spider fuming.

After she'd walked a quarter of a mile, she realized that 
she’d been following no path and had one last impasse to conquer.

She’d just begun to look at her surroundings when a large 
golden eagle landed at her feet. “Follow my lead, princess, and you 
can complete your journey. But do not grow too confident, for it is 
your own fears that have summoned your last challenge. Take 
heart, fair lady, and conquer this fear, and you shall live freely in 
happiness,” the eagle prophesied.

Jenevieve followed him gratefully, soon reaching her 
destination, in front of her stood a thin post, mile-high in the 
brightening sky. She looked for the eagle, but he too had left her.
A tap on her shoulder caused her to turn around and face her last 
predicament. Before her stood a tall, thin amazon. She was an 
incredibly beautiful, yet towering woman.

“You are Jenevieve the Fair, and I am the Gatekeeper.
Your journey has come to an end, but only if you master this last
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trial." She stooped down and picked Jenevieve up in her massive 
hand like a toy. She set her atop the pole and began to walk away.

"Waitl How am I to get down from here? I shall die up on 
this pole. Please, don’t leave mel" Jenevieve called out toward the 
disappearing shape. She moaned pitifully and made the mistake of 
looking down. The ground seemed miles away, and she felt herself 
grow faint and queasy. / will not be overcome by such a silly fear. 
Surely, after all my other troubles, this is merely a thorn in my 
side, she tried to con herself.

She gazed at her location, but was only further dismayed. 
She had hoped to slide down the pole, but it was covered with sharp 
stickers. The pole was surrounded by a murky moat that looked 
barely the size of a wine glass from this height. The wood began to 
moan, causing her to quake and sway in fear. Jenevieve soon 
realized her only option was to jump into the moat. She began to 
cry at the thought of never seeing her wonderful parents again, for 
she knew that she could not survive such a fall.

She wiped her eyes with the back'of her hand and gathered 
her nightdress around her. Her heart beat fast as she stepped off 
the pole, crossing her ankles. It felt like eons as she floated 
toward the bottom. With a great splash, she landed in the water, 
expecting any minute to feel her body break in two as she hit 
bottom.

She went deeper and deeper in th*e never-ending water and 
was sure she was traveling directly toward the pits of hell. 
Jenevieve flailed her arms madly trying to rise to the surface . ..

“M’lady, thou art soakedl And why such a terrible racket? 
We have a wedding to prepare for," Jenevieve's lady-in-waiting 
shook her.

She opened her eyes groggily. "Mary, I had the strangest 
night. I was ...”

"No time for silliness, princess. We must get you 
prepared. The day has dawned and the nuptials are not far away." 
Her maid pulled her out of bed.

Jenevieve was terribly confused. Surely her tiresome 
night had not been just an idle fantasy. "Oh, Mary, what do I care 
if I'm late for my sister’s wedding. She cares not a whit about my 
presence," she complained.

"Thy sisterl” the maid chuckled. "Silly child, *tis not thy 
sister’s wedding. *Tis thinel"
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Jenevieve was shocked. My wedding?! How could this be? 
But of course-last night’s Journey was reall Could It be possible 
that I changed my own destiny?

These thoughts continued to roll through her mind as 
she walked down the aisle. But her confusion was laid to rest 
when she saw the bridegroom. It was none other than Philip the 
Conqueror....

The placid sea that calms
the turbulent, searching river...
that’s what you are tome.
The sun that warms
the cold ground and dries up the cloud’s tears... 
that’s what you are to me.
The soft breeze that carries
the honeybee to the flower’s petal...
that’s what you are to me.
The mountain that inspires 
the eagle to nest upon its peak... 
that’s what you are to me.
A sister that deserves your kindness and care... 
that’s what I hope I am to you.

-Sheila McCallum
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Bangkok Buddha
(In Memory of Father Robert Shea)

This land of Siam is fodder for the Buddha: 
fodder-land of the five-and-a-half-ton 

soiled gold Buddha;
fodder-land of the Buddha who reclines in the 

heat of a summer’s boiling afternoon;
fodder-land of the thin Buddha 

showing of a rib cage, and not much more.
fodder-land of the Buddha with a smirk, 

who points north and south,
stopping traffic long enough to smell the killing Bangkok 
fumes;

This is land of the half-buried Buddha, 
with an ancient curse should 
the missing half be found.

This is land of the Emerald Buddhd, 
carved from a single piece of jade 
and hidden for centuries behind molded clay.

This is land of the cross-dressing Buddha, 
shedding a different silk each season, 
and milked like a cobra on weekends 
when tourists get bored.

It’s the Hilton International Buddha, 
with a dreadfully poor showing, 
just beyond the 10% discount and electric fence.

It’s the ever-pressing-night-market Buddha of Patpong, 
with Fido-Dido, Rolex, Gucci 
and prostitutes for a tenth the price back home.

It’s the ‘kiss-your-baht-goodbye* Buddha, 
made of cast bronze-not available for export
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without a permit-
for religious purposes only.

It's the tied-down Buddha in the back of a truck 
leased from Singapore, 
draped in soiled saffron robes.

It’s the Buddha in the paik 
with a screaming microphone, defiant and angry; 
it’s the Buddha a hundred yards away 
with lasers, lights and Michael Jackson.

It's the Buddha of neglect and opulence; 
of fear and promise; 
of despair and ecstasy.

And, yes, indeed,
this is fodder-land of the humble Buddha,
'round back near the parking garage:
with jasmine flowers I pretended to be rosaries,
and incense for show,
and a guard drawing a pistol,
and an old Thai woman with tears in her sad eyes,
and me with my shoes on,

not remembering the prayers, 
and,

painfully wondering,
why you slipped off the edge near Cardwell 
under a Montana sky, 
meeting yourself halfway in between 
the burrow pit and Nirvana.

Was it the 'slip' 
in the calico clays of Cardwell-- 
those country-western-types can't get enough of 
that did you in?

Or.
was it the Emerald Buddha’s clay?
you never got to see,
knowing, at least tonight,
when you passed over this ancient, gentle

CORcfTE LIBRARY CAKKULL CULLUk
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part of the world,

I was the only farang* looking for a sympathetic Buddha.

Dan Hillen
February 1990 * farang - foreigner
Royal Hotel 
Bangkok, Thailand

Resurrection Cemetery 
Near the 6ravel Pits
The priest's plot near the cul-de-sac
smells to the highest heavens.
Bones of clergy and nuns mingle together 
with other bodies:
hard-rock miners, stlllborns, prostitutes— 
victims of quartz dust, influenza, neglect.

Widows carry their peonies In used coffee tins— 
the silent ritual of regret ond despair.
Their fingers, wrapped tightly in beads, 
tear at dandelion, milkweed, thistle— 
the cheap promise of perpetual care.

Near the gates a black limo rattles past 
the cattle guard, 
the granite, 
the marble,
the grand disappointment,
stops in o vapor of leaded eMhaust, and 
buries the heavy end In snow.

14 January 1983 
Daniel Peter Hillen
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Trying to figure this intricate puzzle 
But the pieces don’t seem to fit.
The brain it teases--at night no sleep 
On the mind it always sits.

I shuffle the pieces
Pushing and shoving
Begging soon to see the end
It's either too big, or sometimes too small 
If only the pieces could bend.

Sometimes I sit and wonder
Could this be the puzzle I both bought and sought 
No one said it would be this toughl

But I won't complain because it’s underway 
Difficulty won’t detour me; nor turn me away. 
I'll flip and turn, turn and sway

And if need be,
Ask the Lord to lead the Way.

--Lamel Harris
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Illhat is Life?
For
Some,
Life Is
Hearing,
Seeing,
Smelling,
Tasting,
Touching.

For
Some,
Life is
Living what one says, 
Saying ivltat one believes. 
Believing ivltat one judges, 
Judging what one wants,
111 an ting what one has, 
Having what one needs, 
Needing what one loves, 
Loving what one lives.

But
For
Most,
Life is
Hearing, seeing,
Smelling, tasting,
Touching, ploying,
Judging, believing.
Wanting, having,
Needing, loving,
Strutting, fretting—

Hnd wondering what life is.

—Son Nguyen
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Ten Percent of His Brain
To a simple, carnal body, with an underdeveloped soul, 
life Is a yacht, a comer on the stock market, 
a table covered with exotic foods.
He feeds the frail bubble of his ego
with valueless air and pushes thoughts
of life's meaning Into the dusty, cobwebbed,
comers of his mind. A mere 10% of his brain
Is used, but the demands he puts on It require hardly half
that much.

Occasionally he opens the shutters of the window 
of true meaning when he shares a part of himself with 
another, when he gives willingly
and without expectation.
If only It would happen more often.
Instead he clutters his mind with worthless.
draining emotloAs;
worry merely grays his hair,
hatred builds a wall of Isolation
with bricks of Ignorance,
apathy stunts the growth of perspective.

Death he fears only because It's known,
but his pessimism coincides with a misunderstanding 
of life: if everyone, like he. avoided the 
unknown, what could be discovered, accomplished, 
even enjoyed?
Death Is merely a higher level of understanding 
filled with a new set of challenges.
Like to a student the challenges keep coming 
as he climbs the mountain of higher education.
Death doesn't provide all the answers:
what good could come from knowing everything?

—Brian Miller
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Ho™ to Be & Teenager
Ret aa if gou knom it all:
that mag, magba thag’ll
atop preaching at gou. tailing
gou to lira a lifo like thaira,
ona thag complain about all tha tima.

Spend lota of tima looking at
gouraalf. Accept that everg mirror
la from tha fun houaa, and gour noaa
mon't seam ao big, braaata too email,
maiat too thin or not enough.

Travel in packs, it ’a aafar.
Bogs, don't lat tha girls
knom gou’ra afraid
thag’ll dacida gou’ra not
mhat thag'ra looking for.

Girla, if gou mint to ba
popular, don’t act superior.
Whan tha boga put on their
cool act, don’t azpact them
to talk atraight for once.

Ret aillg, bacauaa if gou think
too much arrsvaal
gour daapaat faalinga,
gou’ra going to bum out
gour closest friends.

You could risk being
different, but ba damn aura
of gouraalf, bacauaa
gou’ra going to stick out,
and if gou’ra ona bit siranga,

gou’11 ba named,
and tha others mill
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call gou tlioaa namaa, 
good and bad, long 
aa gou think for gouraalf.

You’ll ba aafo urban 
gou liatan to muaic. fllona, 
aing tha urorda gou lova 
into tha darknaaa, and atara 
will aparkla in gour alaap.

(no nama)

Just Borrow
You want to spend some money— 
But you have no cash today?
Don't let that get your spirit down-

just borrow.
It's the thing to do these days.

And when if s time to balance books 
Oh~you'll find you're in red. 
Ironically your credits are gone- 
You're probably worth more dead.

But do not worry—you're not alone. 
Everyone else is borrowing too.
Just take a look at Uncle Sam—
He's more in debt than you.

-I. A. Cleveland
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The Mount Helena Summit Expedition
by Jamie Bugni

As I sit here and ponder my younger years, i quickly recall 
the sledding trips I thoroughly enjoyed during childhood. The most 
memorable trip is the "Mt. Helena Summit Expedition."

We could have gone to Guad Hill like all the other little 
boys and girls our age, but we had an unquenchable thirst for 
adventure and a hunger for the dangerous. There was something in 
our blood, a sort of inborn quality, that told us to reach beyond the 
commonplace and to find lost sledding trails unknown to the plastic 
sled.

The Mt. Helena Expedition was in essence a series of 
smaller expeditions in which we sought .these lost trails. For 
months we were developing an area just above "West le Grand" 
Avenue. Many of these runs proved very exciting but we still 
wanted more; we still had that desire to go higher and farther and 
faster. One morning we began to find runs farther up the north 
face when it dawned on me: The trailll How could we have been so 
blind? How could we have possibly overlooked this run?-the 
trail that everybody walks in the summer was a new adventure. 
Here was the thrill, the excitement that we'd dreamed of.

The west portion of this trail was the steepest part but it 
was windy and rutty. The east part of the trail wasn't as steep but 
it was even more dangerous because it ran through the trees, and 
one slip of the run could throw even the best trained sledders to 
their death. Both J. D. and I knew of this inherent risk but we 
still had that inner calling to conquer the impossible. Back in the 
1O1st airborne they defined courage as, "when you're afraid, you 
do it anyway." This was also courage for us.

Though this run wasn't very steep, we reached high 
velocities coming down the icy straightaways. At the end of the 
longest straightaway was a bend in the run and every time we'd 
reached this bend it was imperative to bail out or we'd be smashed 
against the huge pines.

Upon reaching this bend many sledders would have called it 
quits but my comrade and I looked at this obstacle as just a greater 
challenge. As they say, "The greater the challenge, the sweeter the 
victory." We spent days piling rocks, logs and snow at the edge of
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the trail to form a barricade from certain death. When our wall of 
ice was finished we were ready for "THE RUNI" Not only did we 
test our barricade, on the first run we tested It-both In the same
sledl L .

The inception of the run was a breeze, but when we reached 
the tong straightaway I knew that we were going too fast. I was 
now afraid that my will to succeed was too great. We had to 
conquer this run. We had to prove to ourselves and everyone else 
that we weren't losers. We had to show courage in the face of 
death. An old Spartan motto was, "Come back with your shield, or 
on It." If a soldier came back without his shield everyone knew he 
was a deserter who dropped it in flight. If a Spartan soldier 
fought to the death he was paraded into town on his.shield. Our 
motto was, "Come back with your sled ... or on it."

When we hit the Devil's Curve (the danger of the bend led 
to this name) our velocity was too great, and our wall of ice did not 
serve as a barricade; it served as a ramp that flung us into the 
trees. I was flung into a snow bank and remained there 
unconscious for some time. I was the lucky one. My comrade, 
sledding partner, and friend, James Walter Duepner (may his soul 
rest in peace) was flung head first into a boulder. He couldn t 
have felt a thing. I carried him back into town on his sled.

It took me a year to fight through my denial, and even now, 
twelve years gone, the tear-drops run freely down my cheeks. 
However, I knew the story of this fatal incident must be recorded 
because James Walter Duepner, until now, is just an unsung hero.

Here's to you J. D.-soldier of fortune, dreamer, 
philosopher, pirate, poet. To me you never really died.

Raptor Cry
One merlin glides above me, then 
Slips away upon the wind.
A Spirit trapped—and sold for greed, 
Pushed to extinction 
By human Sin.

-Joanne V. Romano
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HUSH
Hush... for now.
I've heard your cries in the darkness.

I've felt your pain as you have wept.

But hush... for now.
For now I am not listening with my heart.

I am only watching from a distance.

I’ve always believed that If I held you long enough, 
that if I stayed by your side.

your pain would go away.

But time has taught me.
I can't make your pain go away.

We both know... only you*can.

So hush... no more talking.
I will not wait to see if all of your words 

will prompt in you different choices, 
and perhaps a different direction.
It hurts me too much to listen 
as you continue in your pain.

I will pray for you. my friend.
and I won't say goodbye.

I will only say.
Hush... for now.

-Kathy Kinskey
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Silence
Silence can bring fear

when you long for a reply
Silence can be loyal

when you need some time to cry
Silence serves well

when you study for a test
Silence is appreciated

when you need a full night of rest
Silence can sting

when there’s nothing left to say
Silence suffices

when words only get in the way 
Silence can be dreadful

when you are alone for a day 
But silence is priceless

when it is used to pray.

-Sheila McCallum

Does a tiger wish for the agility of a Koala? 
Does a rose wish for the smell of a dandelion?

Does the moon long for a star’s energy?
Does a willow want the prickles of a cactus? 

Does a bear dream for the strength of a mouse?
Does a mountain envy a valley’s depth? 
Admire and be inspired by other’s gifts, 
But be aware and proud of your own.

-Sheila McCallum
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Drifting Emotions in R 
Crystal Glass
Forever lost like e cottonseed,
Thot blows end wefts toward a nation stained, 
This love that immerses my heart in mead, 
Seeks no vengeance but to be free again.
To my tortuous soul this seems in vain, 
fls my love gives me such sweet dismay.
Who is this cruel love thot causes me pain?
I, in agony, set forth to survey,
This love whose face I do not dare convey,
In sparkling crystal appears her face,
Which gives echoes fair of praises unphrased, 
In wondrous hope I prepare to embrace.
This vision of wonder thot fills my gaze,
Brings to flower a love that cannot be phased.

—Paul Gimmness
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Waves of Pain
Looking at the shore,
the lining of the sea,
I watch
as the waves gently
sweep over the warm sand 
and ever so gracefully, 
almost unnoticeably 
recede; blending into 
the deep silent sea.
With the constant 
rhythm of these gentle 
creatures 
I sleep
each night,
and awake each dawn.
With the rise and fall
of the restless tide,
these waves of pain draw near,
then fade
into the distance,
yet they are always
there.
The intensity grows immense,
the waves crash in,
roaring like the most fearsome beast.
During these stormy skies
the world seems
bleak; the
waves, monstrous.
But after 
time
the storm and heavy
waves pass,
returning to gentle
rhythmic waves I
know so well.
Nevertheless,
during bright, sunny days
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or the
bleak
cloudy skies
these waves of pain are always 
there.

-Windy Shields

Last Night
while getting ready for bed,
I unzipped my skin
and took off my head.
I set them on the table
with precision and care,
hopped Into my bed,
and snuggled my bear.
R little creature who
wos short and all red,
crept Into my room
and kidnapped my headl
When I woke the newt morning,
I cried and pled,
**0h, Lord, please help me,
I'ue misplaced my headl”
I jumped to the floor,
and without any luck,
I searched for my skin
but found only a truck.
I sat in a corner
dumbfounded and confused,
I could not think
and was not amused.
What was I to do with no skin nor head?
This Is a thought, that I do dread.
So take my word:
newt time you get ready for bed,
DON’T UNZIP YOUR SKIN RND TRKE OFF YOUR HERDI 

--Windy Shields
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Ecstatic Moment
Eyes polntlessly float In a sea of peace, 
Grooving to the vibes of uncertainty,
And blindly dance to the music of escape, 
Music that flouis like regyae on Ice— 
Smooth, cool, free.

The music softens,
And drifting eyes begin to stiffen.
The dancing ends,
As the mood slowly shifts Into dork reality.

Eyes are focused once more,
Ending the music of release.
The dance of escape holts,
Bringing forth stiff and rigid eyes,
Eyes that now watch scenes 
Parallel to perception.

—Peter Faletoese
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looked into my eyes and told me that he had some bad news for me. 
He then said the words I knew he was going to say: “You have the 
same disease that your brother died from." As he said this, two 
feelings quickly emerged. The first was the weight of the world 
coming up off of my shoulders because I knew all along that I 
wasn’t crazy; the second was the world crashing back down upon 
me. All that I could think of was what my brother had gone 
through, and I might expect to go through the same thing. He 
concluded that he was not able to add anymore because of the lack of 
information on this disease. But he added, someday the disease 
would kill me, and he would do for me what he could. The tears 
came. Questions began to form in my mind. How long do I have to 
live through the torture? How can I support my family if I can’t 
work? At this time, I didn’t think that things could get any worse, 
but I was wrong.

About a month later I found myself tripping even more. I 
became scared of dropping a patient so I resigned my position as an 
ambulance attendant. I found leaving this occupation to be 
extremely difficult because it was a way of life that I enjoyed very 
much. I began contacting various agencies to try to get some 
assistance. During the next few months, even though I was not 
getting paid for working, I was extremely busy. I began to receive 
help from Voc-Rehab, which offered to send me to school. A 
support group for people and families affected by various forms of 
Lueko Dystrophies began to contact me to let me know someone 
cared. The doctor back East who headed the study of this disease 
also contacted me to inquire about whether or not I would be 
interested in some experimental drug therapy. Things were 
beginning to look a little brighter.

However, I began to notice some changes in the people 
around me, primarily in my wife, who began to become distant 
from me. She rarely had anything nice to say to me. At times 
when I tripped she said things like, “'been walking long or just 
read about it?” These comments hurt me so much. She withdrew 
her support from me, both physically and emotionally. I never 
thought that she would not be able to handle my problems with 
ALD, but before I noticed what was going on, we had reached the 
point of no return.

We had problems in our marriage even before the disease 
came along. The disease added problems which only seemed to 
complicate matters. I was at a point where all that I cared to do 
was to exist. I began the practice of going to work early and
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coming home late. When I was at home I kept myself busy by 
watching television or working in my shop. I was pushing my 
family away. I felt I was being buried with problems, and I had to 
get out. I am sure my wife gave all that she had to give, but she 
had reached her breaking point. We grew so far apart that the 
only thing left to do was to separate. On August 26,1985 we 
separated, leaving two children devastated.

My life was crumbling away. The situation grew worse day 
by day. I spent all of my time in denial-denial of my disease and 
of my failed marriage. I became active in support groups which 
allowed me to take care of everybody else's problems just so I 
would not have to face mine. I became involved in several 
relationships which I could not give myself to because I was not 
letting the real me out. I found myself in and out of court with my 
ex-wife fighting about custody. I can look back now and see that 
some of the problem was me. I was alienating all of the people who 
were close to me. I felt as if I was not worth anything, and 
everything I touched seemed to be destroyed.

I began not taking care of myself by not eating right and not 
socializing, and I found myself always on the edge with my kids. It 
took very little for me to get mad at my kids and hit them. Could 
the way that I was treating my kids be called child abuse? Yes, and 
this was the question I asked myself, and I knew I had to do 
something about it. I did not know where to begin. I found my 
physical health was deteriorating even faster than before. As I 
walked my feet felt like lead weights, causing me to drag them, and 
while walking down hallways, I bumped into walls, going from side 
to side.

I was informed of the possibility of a bone marrow 
transplant that might halt the progression of the disease. I told 
myself I did not care what the risks were, I just wanted to be 
cured. After my family and I completed several blood tests, the 
conclusion was that none of my family matched the criteria closely 
enough to be considered a related, compatible donor. But that did 
not eliminate the possibilities. Because of the extent of the 
research in this field, a bone marrow donor bank with 
approximately 150 thousand potential donors has been 
established. A quick check into this bank showed two possible 
donors for me. My doctor in Minneapolis wanted me to fly out 
there to meet with him and possibly to go through additional 
testing. What he never told me was that his supervisor had 
already told him the procedure would not be performed because the
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benefits did not warrant the risks. I flew out to Minneapolis under 
the premise the procedure was possible. After arriving in 
Minneapolis, I was informed of the decision not to do the procedure 
unless I could prove the procedure was warranted, or that the ALD 
had progressed enough that it would now be worth accepting the 
risks. I knew deep down in my heart, my biggest fear that scared 
me most was thinking of my brother and how I did not want to end 
up like him. I consented to the additional testing hoping that the 
doctors would agree with me. After about thirteen thousand 
dollars in medical costs, the conclusion was my current condition 
was not serious enough to warrant the transplant and the risks it 
involved. I was crushed. I felt hopeless and helpless. I vowed to 
myself, I would take my own life before I would ever end up in a 
wheelchair. I found myself even contemplating suicide, thinking 
of the best way to do it until one day a friend noticed something 
about me was definitely wrong. She took me by the hand and told 
me to call Patty White, the school counselor. Patty knew right 
away that I needed more than she could give. She recommended 
another local counselor. An appointment was scheduled for the 
next day.

After about four meetings with my counselor, I was 
diagnosed as being chronically depressed. As I thought about it, I 
could never remember being happy. I felt as if I were an old, 
broken down body not good for anything. No matter what I did it 
was always not enough or good enough. I didn’t think I could sink 
any lower, but that was before the medical bills began to come in.
I then received a notice, informing me my health insurance was 
increasing by about 60%. All of the pressures combined was the 
straw that broke the camel's back. Suicide was beginning to look 
very good to me. But I had real problems with it. Suicide went 
against all that I stood for. I kept thinking of all of the life I had 
experienced and how much more I wanted to experience. For two 
days I sat in a chair and thought about what was going on.
Everybody seemed to want things I could not give. My ex-wife 
wanted me to give up my kids, people wanted money, and I felt I did 
not have any friend in the world. I then decided to take drastic 
measures. I did something I never thought I would do. I felt I was 
too strong of a person to ever commit myself, but I ended up 
checking into St. Peter’s Support Unit. The reason was not that I 
attempted suicide but rather that I needed a breather from all that 
was going on. I needed to regroup and get things back into 
perspective. This was the time for my rebirth. I began reading
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psychology books suggested to me by counselor. Some of these 
books spoke directly to me describing my symptoms of depression 
down to a "T." I had not been sleeping well, my eating habits in no 
way could be considered healthy, and my social life was non
existent. But I began to make some positive changes in myself 
which wouldn't have been possible if I didn't have something 
concrete to work from such as the books. I began to tell myself, 
several times a day that “I am acceptable just as I am.” I became 
more assertive and did not hesitate to tell people what my needs 
were. I began to feel different as it appeared people were being 
drawn to me rather than being pushed away. I began to have hope.

At this point in my life, for the first time I can say ”1 am 
happy.” My confidence level is higher than it has ever been. I do 
not hesitate to meet new people or to talk with old friends. I am at 
an all time high. It has been three months since I have been out of 
the hospital, and I have not had a down time since. I am now much 
more outgoing and am fun to be around. I can now say, ”1 like who 
I am.” I have found that life can be very beautiful and be 
whatever I make of it. The idea of the wheelchair still scares me, 
but the idea of not being around to celebrate life scares me even 
more. There is a chance a cure will be found. Some of the world's 
top scientists are working on it, so I do have some hope. I also 
know I will encounter some down times in my life, but with what I 
have learned in the past eight years, I think I can handle them. 
Even though I may lose my legs or even my sight, what I can or 
can't do won't change who I am. I know I still have a lot to offer to 
my fellow humans and will continue to serve them until the day I 
die.
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Uncter Construction

Many hours put in,
But oh so for away is the end.
Step by step, piece by piece,
Sometimes you uionder if the work will ever cease.

Vou see and you heor how one has come to a tumble. 
“It’ll never happen to mine,” you always say being 
humble.
When it’s done and complete, you think yours is the 
best—

Rock solid,
Sturdy,
Fire and earthquake proof.
It’s different from the rest.

Time will tell If you had the master plan.
Will It stand forever?
Or crumble like sand?

Time will tell.

--Lamel Harris
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THE FALL
Blue field broken by shards of brown, 
Wind wisps grass about the ground,
All is a fallacy as far as I can tell. 
Green to tan a smokey smell,
A beautiful woman hides her face, 
Sandals touch the ground so soft,
Hair blows with heavenly gusts,
Time stands still amongst the swells, 
Oh beautiful Indian day of fall,
Only you can tell the story well, 
Beauty that was once here, 
will have to wait another year,
And with a laugh she took it all,
How I adore the fall.

--Kevin Gallagher

Traffic
Traffic is always on the roads, 
So always use signs and codes.

Stop, look and listen.
Be patient, don't hasten.

A hit or a smash 
Takes away some of your cash.

Don't drink and drive,
It may cost your life.

Avoid hurrying if you can, 
Better be late, than a late man.

A curve or a bend 
could mean your end

So watch out*- 
If there’s traffic about.

--Seema Nirwal
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THE ROOK
Small crack in a large gray wall,
Thread of gold pokes into its questioning soul,
Air still with a tempest threat,
Questions one too many yet clearly stated,
Heart of gold with artificial tarnished black,
Gluttony appears to reign over the court supreme, 
One thousand legions stand at bay,
The great irresistible force gathers its power,
Upon a deeper probe the questions become answers, 
The game now finished upon the emperor's return, 
Arrow pierces the heart in bloodless fashion,
It is over with time having begun,
Welcome all,
The awakening of the one.

-Kevin Gallagher

Drug battle is out of control,
Tell me why people take drugs.

Curiosity is no simple reason,
And there’s no drug-taking season.
Why do youngsters take drugs?
Just to ruin their lives I suppose.

Syringes and heroine, cannabis and things. 
Injecting and sniffing is all there is to a life?

But I don’t think so, so look at me.
I live in freedom, I have no fear.

Look at you trying to hide masks and equipment away. 
Once you get caught that's the end.

So why not stop now before it’s too late,
And that'll be the first day of a new life.

-Seema Nirwal
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\
(Untitled)

I throw a penny In,
And wish with all my might.

J / close my eyes and pray
that someone,

i anyone,
Is down there 
to catch my penny 
and grant my wish.

A thousand pennies 
I've lost
Not one wish came true, 
Unless
I was the one who was 
Down there to 
Catch my penny.

—Windy Shields

J
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When Jonny Comes 
Marching Home

When Jonny comes marching home,
the ticker tape flows,
the red, white, and blue-
the sky shines, the smiles are there,
the procession continues.

So far from the war,
no tripping over arms or legs 

gone stray 
and bloody.

No land mines to blow nerves,
nor enemies to focus on.
It is just Hometown, U. S. A.

But, silence can be heard in the procession 
a calm in this festive desert storm of 
flash bulbs and camera lights ....
.... Live at Five.

For when Jonny comes marching home, 
it is on a float covered in American Flags 
i n

a
coffin of wood and brass.

-Mark Porrovecchio
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The Professor
There was a professor in the school,
His skill with words was his finest tool.
He would lecture all day,
And demand little pay,
And be satisfied that he'd had his say.

His garb was made of thin cotton,
For it was off-the-rack they'd been boughten.
The colors were muted and fading,
Women knew he thought little of dating,
For he cared nothing for his looks,
Devoting his time to his books.

The stories he'd gathered were many,
And he would spout them for any 
Person or group who would listen,
Just telling them made his eyes glisten.
The details he'd add were quite intricate,
And were always incredibly accurate,
For he'd a mind like a trap,
And no fact nor mishap
Could escape when he had on his thinking cap.

He lived in a small, plain cell,
In the boarding house of a woman named Belle.
He was grateful to be there,
For she’d mend any tear
And clean the little he had to wear,
And charge him nothing for her abundant care.
Ah, but poor Belle, she’d take any excuse to steal 
A look at him as he ate his meal,
For I’m afraid she’d fallen head over heel,
For a man who cared only for her veal.

And despite his choosing to be poor,
He never acted lice a woeful boor,
But would graciously accept the offers
To dine with those who had wealth in their coffers.
And at such fine and filling events,
He would dazzle them with his knowledgeable talents. 
Upon them he'd bestow the wisdom of scholars,
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Yet would never accept a dollar
For helping them see the light,
Or so they thought, as you can see the man was quite 
bright.

-Jenny Hagen

(to “Into tho Strsota")

Not into the asphalt and concrete
Dying cracked and broken no hope
But the flesh and bone
This is living streets

Not outside hardening and drying
In the abused light of the unsafe and unread sun 
Standing on a lonely no room for the unstable hill 
Unable to hear the painful lack of noise 
From the lost and empty forest
Or see through the tall ivory fence of grass
The still and sullen children
But inside flowing in the giving blood
In ships with healthy white and smiling sails
Pushed by every wind of every voice
Emptying always into the grateful gulfing streets

Everyone is present
No getting in or out
Present even in the pretend your homelessness 
Or in the wonder and awareness 
Of the falling down and lifting up 
This is loving streets.

-Ed Noonan 
August 9,1991
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A friend of fishermen, 
rescuer of the mariner;

He carries loving affection, 
with harmony in song to her;

Whining on a clear high note, 
he calls her from afar;

She dives graciously from the boat, 
into the deep blue water.

Beautiful movements he swims, 
through the waves with the tide;

She holds onto his fin, 
he tows her on his side;

They splash and play so free, 
he gives a slight smile;

Out in the open sea. 
nothing seen for miles;

Although he is amiss,
a wanderer from the pack;

She gave him a farewell kiss,
then he turned and headed back;

She watched him on the horizon, 
as she rowed back to the bay;

Underneath the golden sun, 
she saw his delicate spray.

-Mike Grosso
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Guilty (1904)
Lay on my cot,
smoke my Victory cigarettes, 
sip my Victory gin, 
passive face to the 
downturned monitor.

Hind outside the flat,
blows leaves to and from,
the walkways barren save for flags,
poster, scattered leaflets, with

HIM
on their faded fronts.

The doorknob turns slightly, 
now door is slightly ajar.
They enter so slowly,
with steady deliberate manners.

They are here to take me away, 
away to where?

I know not.

But away is where
those with emotions go,
those who are guilty.

—Mark Porrovecchio
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The Road to Emmaus
by Larry Bauer

My car rolls to a stop in the parking lot of Logan Pass. 
Surrounded by beauty, I am in awe--Glader National Park-at 
home once more. Pushing the door open, I step on the asphalt, 
walk to the front of the car, sit on the ground. The fragrance of 
sub-alpine firs and pines fill the air, moist and sweet. I stare 
religiously at the mountain--fear suddenly boils, it all comes 
back. The mountain stands like an Inca burial temple. The 
tamaracks fold within themselves like me--to a valley, searching.

The mountain was cold that day, the thirty-first of May, 
1986; unforgiving. Was it fate, or was his work here complete?
A haze surrounds the mountain. I see the helicopter circling the 
massive rock wall-the North Face-the park service pick-ups 
blocking off the landing strip, the media, the climbers, the 
tourists. A tear trickles down my sun-burnt cheek.

"Larryl You o.k., man? You've been sittin* here for an 
hour,” Paul said.

I met Paul Clemits the night before in Moose's saloon. We 
agreed to climb in the morning.

"If you don't wanna* do somethin* it's o.k., we can just 
mess around."

Slowly, I rise not uttering a sound, stare blankly at Paul, 
and begin walking towards the visitors center. The haze still 
encasing my vision. I enter the visitors center, built of white 
pine. A huge stone fireplace squats in the center of the room. 
Cyclists and climbers gather around the fire, hugging their coffee 
mugs. They laugh while drying their sweaters, socks, and boots.

Chuck and I did this often after a climb. Lackadaisically, I 
wander towards a corner of the room. I spot the donated stretcher 
and rescue equipment; the plaque hangs on a small nail. Paul 
suspiciously trails behind me. I pause and gaze deeply into the 
picture.

"Maybe we could register to climb, but if you don't feel 
like doin' Reynolds-we could just do somethin' else, or maybe 
just hike."

"Yeahl Come on, man, let's registerl"
With some kind of frivolous excitement, I back away from 

the plaque and trudge towards the registrar. Paul and I go over the
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checklist-extra food and water, rain gear, clothing, ropes, 
departure time, return time, route, years of experience. I am 
reminded of the numerous times Chuck and I went through our 
gear before we climbed, ritualistically. We shoulder our packs 
and leave the visitors center. It was sunny that day. The ground 
was snow covered ... now, the dying cycle only begins-life folds 
within. The years encase the now.

We hike continuously, stripping off our shirts as the sun 
beats down. Far ahead of us, a faint trail on the rocky hillside 
becomes apparent. Why must I insist on walking through these 
sacred grounds? Sweat soaks my red bandanna, some dribbles into 
my eyes. It stings like the memories.

Mountain goats and deer dance across the hills. The singing 
of the wind, their music. I long to dance. Paul bounces along the 
trail. Mt. Clemits looms to our right-solid and massive like its 
neighbor. It seemed odd to me that Paul's last name fit so neatly 
into the scheme of things. His first, the middle name of my 
brother. Is this God or Just coincidental? I wasn't sure-it didn't 
matter.

Proceeding up the winding trail, we reach the saddle-half 
way. Fatigued by the tedious climb, we rest and lunch on gorp, 
hard candies, and water. Looking to the south, I follow the trail 
until it disappears in the black coulairs of Reynolds. The rock 
becomes snow covered, my vision clouded. Chuck and I danced and 
sang the chorus of "Climb Every Mountain," resonating in the 
brisk air-the deer and mountain goats, our audience. We were 
truly connected with the earth and God.

Except for the snow and my mixed feelings, the scene 
remains consistent-the same mountain, the same route, the same 
rocks, the same saddle, the same food and drink. My brother's 
road to Golgotha has become my road to Emmaus. My eyes follow 
the same diagonal goat trail crossing the sheer North Face-1 am 
there with my brother.

"Hey, Larry I Do you know where we go from here?"
"Yeah, I do ... I can see it all. I'm not really sure about 

traversing the coulairs, but we'll figure it out."
Quickly, we review the guide book and locate the route 

through the coulairs. (Coulair is a French word for passage and 
my rite of passage dismal.) We shoulder our packs and press on.

Slowly, we begin our trudge up the black, cold fortress. 
The abrupt rock walls on either side leave us a narrow hiking 
space of fifteen feet. The possibility of a stone plummeting on our
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bodies is high, like the stones thrown at "The Carpenter.” Nature 
our foe, humankind is his for proclaiming the truth. We test each 
hand and foothold before trusting them. I lift my head and spot 
sunlight streaming into the darkness some fifty yards ahead, and it 
fills me with hope. Paul and I rest briefly.

The same road Chuck and I had traveled a year and a half ago 
lies ahead of us. I long to continue, to dance again-*yet, I must 
walk through fear.

"We have to be dose, aren’t we? Isn't that the goat trail 
described in the guide book? Man, it’s beautiful up here."

"Yeah, it is beautiful-ain't it. That's the goat trail. Just 
around the ridge .. . and we're almost there, the summit. I'm 
really scaredl Ya know that, Paul?"

"I do .. . your brother's with us, you know that don’t ya- 
come on, let's bag this pigl"

I breathe deeply, rise to my feet and stare at the delicate 
road ahead. We saunter our way along the narrow trail, strateg
ically placing our ice axes to maintain balance. To the left, the 
North Face plunges thousands of feet to the valley floor. Chuck and 
I crossed this trail in snow. We sunk to our knees, cold and wet. 
Today it is dry, but equally frightening.

"Hey, Pauli We're almost there! Maybe another two 
hundred feet or so 'til we reach the ridge--the ridge that 
separates the North Face from the East Face."

The ridge where he had fallen. My vision becomes clouded. 
The years encase the now. Chuck and I had just turned the corner 
of the ridge and ran into an unexpected snow field, which wasn't a 
problem, because we'd been crossfog snow all day. We were 
wearing crampons and had our ice axes, but decided not to traverse 
the snow-rather, to climb on the rocks above the snow. This was 
twice as frightening. So, we agreed to take the snow route and 
Chuck had concluded he would jump from the rocks to the snow.

"Chuck, are you crazy? That's a ten-foot jumpl"
"Ah, come on Lar... I've done this before. Man, I know 

how to do a self-arrestl I've done this a million times."
I never had been taught the self-arrest technique and 

wasn't interested in learning on the Reynolds East Face.
"O.K., whateverl"
Chuck vaulted from the rock racing to the snow. His feet 

abruptly sank in the snow, while his body lunged forward. He 
began to roll, over and over and over.

"Chuck, stopl Chuck stopl"
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Once he lost control there was no end to his fall. He 
commenced surging faster and faster and fasterl He raced over the 
snow, plummeting down the godlike East Face. Desperately, he 
clinched at the snow-bouncing off bare rocks. I stood trembling.

"Chuck, stopl Chuck, stop!"
Within seconds, he disappeared... only a path of blood 

soaked snow remained-the silent hiss of the wind wiping 
fragments of the path back and forth.

"Hey, Larry ... let's pray. I know this is the spot for ya."
Paul and I said a prayer and reflected for about an hour.
"Your brother really meant a tot to you, didn't he?"
"He stiH does today. Weil, we haven't got far to go now. 

You ready to go? lam."
"Yeah, I am too... let's go."
My bones and muscles are tired, weak-emotionally and 

physically, I am drained. I try to concentrate on the delicate 
moves.

Ahead, the sun pierces the cracks in the rocks.
"Pauli We're almost there. Just a little furtherl" I am 

fatigued, yet compelled to break for the light once more. In a 
desperate lunge, we cross the last cliff and the sun floods our 
bodies with warmth. We are beset by the endless sea of ten 
thousand foot peaks, all capped with snow. The blue sky seems 
more intense, life-like. A cool wind blows. I sit on the rocks, 
quietly. The sun gently disappears behind the mountains, turning 
from orange to red, then brilliant fuchsia. Truly, I am one with 
my brother. There is love and I dance.
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Eye of the Bomb 
(Hiroshima)

Craned necks skyward,
like sunlamps pointed at a ceiling.

Dry winds and cold cement, 
both venture for miles and miles 
into the big urban metropolis.

Boom, Boom, Boom-shrill whines 
drape the city in screams 
of mechanical alarm-no humanness 
in it at all.

But what is coming is oh so 
human.
Textured with loving fingers, 
fastened with hands steady and wise, 
dropped carefully,
with one yank of the lever.

No one will see the men
sailing through the clouds 
to safety,
away from all the carnage.

But, at Zero,
those people on the land can see, 
can see the nose cone as it comes 
closer and closer-
it is the Eye of the Bomb.

-Mark Porrovecchio
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fcerene ttfeik of tfce JB<ep
When the sea swells above, 

and the wind howls,
down below ell remains still

While savage storms rage, 
and rain stashing upon the surface, 
down below all remains still

And In the stillness 
a large beast dwells, 
enjoying nothing but serenity.

She rolls and tumbles, 
playing with the Inner currents, 
not caring what goes on above.

Its there shell raise her young, 
and there shell contemplate, 
not caring what goes on above.

But now and then 
She must come to the surface

and fin her lungs with fresh air.
She must face the real world 
and confront people.
Just to fill her lungs with fresh air.

When noticing what goes on above.
And how humankind lives,

she dives down again.
When she sees the abuse,

and hears the noises, 
she dives down again.

She prefers the world of calm, 
enjoying nothing but 11fes

deep serenity.
There, one day not far off.
shell pass from one world of serenity

to another, where there Is no surface. 
And that world Is what

she lives for today.

—Jason Williams
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The Colors of Silence
why didn't you ask him 
what he likes best 
about the mountains?
I'm not sure. I 
like the silence 
best, I guess; 
the quiet, 
calm
of a lake.

the Silence Is
almost colored ... 
orange, when you cuddle 
In the fall, under plaid and 
gray, soft and warm; 
and slate-blue, like the 
crisp, spicy air.

green colors the Silence 
In spring—there In the 
fields of Indian paintbrush 
and shooting stars 
of night;
life is
born.

I haue known the 
color of black Silence 
twice: on a mountain 
and rising from a slumber; 
the dense, cold minutes 
of 7:00 pm and 9:00 am, 
unlike the spicy cold 
of fall, this 
one—a belly 
full of
razor blades.
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when black goes the 
Silence, the taste 
of a gothic church 
gong Is present, 
bitter on one’s 
tongue.

get today, I lough about 
crying, and revel 
about the pain 
of yesterday 
because the father 
of this Silence 
Is
allvel

--Lorry Bauer

The classroom
Quiet pushes the air 
And footsteps surge, press.
A green admittance slip stands 
On the empty desk-top—
Like a corner stone 
To the playing card house.
The black board—
A question mark of past, 
Half-erased numerals,
And letters . . . 
silent,
strong, eager . . .

—Larry Bauer
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Emotions
Some flow like a stream
through a tranquil wood.
Others storm hard as do
the white rapids of an angry river. 
Shallow or deep, we hold on to them 
the best we can.
Some remain frozen in the ice, 
many run in the streams and rivers, 
others are dumped into the vast ocean 
where they will be lost . . . forever.

--Jeff Irwin
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This
This is bleak and desolate 
With a hint of God's love 
The winds will never forfeit 
As the tears fall from above;
This is what I have seen 
blue diamond skies above this land 
Splashes of yellow and green 
painted on canvas by His hand;
This is the path we travel 
a ribbon running out of sight 
Watching the day unravel 
and falling into night;
This is a black veil 
with pinholes of white fire 
Where ancient Greeks sail 
Lifting my soul even higher.
-Mike Grosso and Scott.Zelenka

Ode to A Nursery Rhyme
Mart) had a little lamb,
A lobster and some prunes,
A ^ass of mtffc, a piece of pie,
And then some macaroons.
It made the dirty waiter grin,
To see her order so,
And when they carried Mary out,
Her face was white as snow.

—Joanne V. Romano
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The Flight of Icarus
There once mere two men from Greece. 
One’s life mas about to cease.

They made some mings,
Out of man and things,

find took off like a couple of geese.

The elder said, “Don’t fly too high.”
The younger said, “Oh, but mhy?”

The elder replied,
“If you do you’ll be fried,”

Like a breast or a ming or a thigh.

Enthralled by the glory of flight,
He set off tomards that bright shining light.

And like his young heort,
His mings fell apart.

Oh, mhat an amful, disgusting sight.

He fell from the sky in a dash,
Rnd hit the blue sea mith a splash.

He sank like lead,
Sure enough he mos dead,

Rnd nom he’s just a sea bottom trash.

—Jamie Dugni
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Rebirth
"Our birth is but a sleep and a forgetting...."

-William Blake

All of us are dead inside
Our hearts are full of fool's pride
All thafs left is a rotten soul
But not at birth, for then we were whole
Full of peace and love and joy
That our age did destroy
All that's left is the infant seed
Plant it and your mind is freed
Put it in good soil, strong roots obtain
Fill the eyes, fill the brain
Don't stop until the life returns
And deep within the fire bums

(Untitled)

We drive beet-up cere
with gee tanks sternallg on smptg,
me wear clothes with holes
worn in the imess end elbows,
our heir is long end uncombed
end our feces unsheven,
we set pests end potetoes
end drink more beer then meter,
we live in rettg apartments
with steinod wells and bed pipes,
our lest dollar is spent on e peck of smokes 
rather than on overdue rent, 
we take classes we hate
and we bitch about our teachers as we smoke pot, 
we want to be anywhere but where we are: 
the open road calls out.
but our eges are bright and true;
these are the best dags of our lives.

—Scott Zelenka
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Let’s Play Today
Let's play today

Let me see your smile 
Stay for awhile.
Well forget about school.
And not have one dumb ot’ rule.

Let’s play today.
Let me hear you Cough.
We can paint a giraffe.
Well eat cookies with milk.
And MOft£ cookies without ang guilt.

Let’s play today.
Let me hold your hand.
Having fun with you is grand.
TH te(C you a story.
Well forget about our worry.

Let’s play today.
It's been much too long.
Won’t you sing me a song?
Let’s take today
And rediscover how to play.

—Kathy Kinshey
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QLfywcning g>fow$
by Larry Bauer

The warehouse stands about four stories high with brick as 
the only foundation to its crumbling walls and many broken 
windows. The Puget Sound lies a mere fifty yards away at the end 
of a worn road, the air heavy with salt from its churning shores. 
Sea gulls quaver passing overhead in the violet sky. Decaying 
paint, oil, and seabamades cover small tug boats. They screech, 
rubbing against their docks. Heavy manilla ropes attach the 
seafarers to sun-bleached, rotting posts. The deep blue waters of 
the sea stretch towards green islands and the profound horizon.

Disturbing the solace, a pea-green bus rolls into the 
warehouse, leaving the billowing dust behind. It comes to an 
abrupt halt beside a smaller bus. The inside, jammed with men of 
fifty to sixty years--moons and suns weathering-blood-shot 
eyes, wide and anxious. Street people are hard, calloused- 
sometimes gentle, warm, waiting for a listening ear. The door 
slams open, teetering on rusted hinges. Hesitantly, I peer inside 
the bus. The men hastily shuffle to the front of the bus. The 
driver perched on his throne watches their scurry; a thick man in 
stature, strong hands grasp the wheel, black hair and handle-bar 
mustache chaotic like the men. Yet caring radiates from his deep 
blue eyes-love, patience.

The men line up at the warehouse door with heads hanging 
down, rough beards, soiled oversized clothing. Many pack guitars, 
accordions, strings of watches, harmonicas-their life line: a 
bowl of soup, a sandwich, a few dimes and nickels.

The smaller transient bus, dented and rusting, quietly 
reflects the evening sun. Tinted gray and black windows hide ten 
ripped and torn seats with protruding springs. A thin mist of dirt 
covers the bus and its tires exhibit steel-belts. Along one side of 
the bus, obscurely, a sign reads: ”St. Martin de Poores’-in 
chipped orange and blue letters.

Beside the line, I gaze at a small rusted trash-can emitting 
putrid odors of burning garbage; the inside, soot-covered, fuming 
yellow gases. A few cigarette butts lie scattered around the trash 
can. The earth, wine stained from a broken bottle of Night Train.
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Passing through a small metal door of the ware house, a 
young man with pin and dip-board in hand scurries and enters a 
small brick office. With his other hand, he pulls at his graying 
hair as a drop of sweat trickles past his sunken eyes. He shouts, 
"Where am I going to put everyone?" His echoing voice pounds off 
the white brick walls of the larger room that encompasses his 
office.

The men become restless. Their stomachs are like the 
churning shores. "Damn it Chicol I wuz here en yu know it, manl" 
A powerful black man shoves a smaller Hispanic. "Yu get da fuck 
outta' herel I got more rights to dis den yu anydayl"

Chico screams something in Spanish. In seconds, a 
switchblade appears. Chico presses it against the black man's 
throat. "Chu fuck with me, chu diet" Sweat trickles down the 
black man's face. He trembles.

Racing from his office, Jim comes to break up the fight, 
"Chicol Chicol Chicol Put the knife away, manl" Holding two 
loaves of bread high, he continued, "there's plenty of sandwiches 
for everyone." Jim returns to his office. The warm robust smell 
of coffee and home-made soup fills the air, intermingling with the 
odor of an old man's weathered feet and soiled, sweaty clothing, the 
old man with matted, greasy, long, gray hair and beand sits on a 
small blue mat placed beside the office. He wears a plaid long- 
sleeve shirt, tan polyester pants with seams splitting, and tom 
sneakers twice his size. His blood-shot eyes stare at his leather
like hands as he roils a cigarette. He draws the cigarette to his 
chapped lips and lights it with wooden match.

About the man lie hundreds of the blue mats on a concrete 
floor. An old woolen blanket and a small pillow rest on each of the 
mats. Above the mats, hanging from wooden pegs on the wall, 
dangle stained duffel bags with hairbrushes, books, and other 
personal belongings protruding from broken zippers. Heavy 
jackets occasionally accompany the duffel bags.

In the back of the dimly lit room, a frail woman stands, 
preparing sandwiches, one after the other. She stops to wipe the 
sweat from her brow and glance at a clock which reads 5:59. She 
continues her work at a quickened pace as the evening daikness 
engulfs the city. The tides churn on-money, power, brokenness 
or not.
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Like you my dear
Like the dancing lights through 

a thick forest,
Like the purple sunset 

far in the West.
Like the liquid shapes through 

a mater glass,
Like the soft mind through 

reeds of grass,
Like the snom-capped mountain through 

a cotton mhite cloud,
Like the mave rolling hard on a rock 

crashing loud,
Like the dancing sparks off 

a tip of a flame,
Like gou mg dear,

What mas gour name?

—IDike Grosso

Hhlte Earth Mather
Cold, barren, desert-snow lies silently,
Leaving rifts with patches of raw, black earth 
Among rippling hills of white.
She beckons...
And the seed clouds of a winter sky 
Stretch down to meet her.

-Joanne V. Romano
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The Encounter

I see you coming neor 
And I feel o boyish feor 
In my hands I feel shake 
And my knees begin to quake 
Then after you've walked by 
And after ive've said "Hi11 
Thoughts spill Into my head 
And I wonder If I were dead 
If you'd really even care 
Or noticed I wasn't there 
I then turn and see 
You looking back at me

Night 8hine

Nothing now do T see in 
the btocfcness

Except the sudden moon, which 
costs a yellowish ytow to the 
sur/ace below

And gives a yofden illumination 
to a once white fence

—Trwin
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One dr eat (lift
Whenever my day is bad,
1 always know it’s there.
No matter what's wrong in my life,
Vve always been able to rely on it,
And to this point it hasn't let me down.

There are times,
When 1 can’t wait for it.
fiat there are times,
When it comes too fast,
And before 1 know it,
it slips into the past.

Too often it is just a word,
Not recognized for its real value.
Too many of us tabs it for granted,
But still others give it too much attention. 
Tn conclusion, TU ash you one question:

Do you know of what T speak?
I'll give you a hint,
There are seven in a week..

fust remember, it has always been there, 
Tn times of happiness and times of sorrow 
This great gift, is the gift of tomorrow.

—Paul Connolly
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The Fragile Bride
The earth Is e fragile bride, 
living in the soil and rock, 
dressed In buttercups and bear grass, 
and serving purple iris for

breakfast.

She plays Bach uilth the uilnd, 
combing her pine-needle hair 
In the mirror of stors, 
and sleeping beside

God's children.

She suckles us by the nourishment 
we measure her--come live in the soil 
ond rock, dressed In buttercups and 
bear grass, serve

purple Iris;

Come play Bach with the wind, 
comb pine-needle hair, 
dance in the mirror of stars, 
nestle in the wormth—of

Mother Earth.
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“The Koran is the Word of Allah. It is the nearest contact 
we have with Allah himself. As True Believers, we know that the 
Koran is the Word of Allah as revealed to Mohammed by the Angel 
Gabriel. The Koran is the collection of Mohammed’s speeches and 
sermons. Mohammed followers were the ancestors of Islam. 
Someday, as I have, you will memorize it from beginning to end. 
You will see that our peoples are vast in number. This is because 
so many are fortunate to read the Koran and know that this is the 
Way."

“What do you mean, The Way,’ father?"
“In Islam, all people are equal before Allah regardless of 

age, color, status or importance. We believers, live as well as 
teach this. The Christians also profess this; but they have all 
kinds of hierarchies, segregations, and class distinctions that 
separate people from people. The Koran is our code of ethics and 
law and we live our lives by it."

“Also, unlike the Christians, we have no need for 
intermediaries between Allah and humankind. We pray to Him 
directly. We ask Him directly for forgiveness. Also, Christians 
and Jews alke must go to a church or a temple to communicate 
with God. But, we believe rightly that Allah is everywhere, and 
every place on earth Is as holy as any other. We may stop to pray 
anywhere; and wherever one prays, that spot is holy ground. It is 
because we do not feel that these other faiths follow the Way of 
Allah that we do not allow them into our Holy Cities-Mecca, 
where we are going, and Medina, where we are from."

“Father, I understand. I am glad that I am traveling with 
you to worship Allah. I am glad that I will be learning his Way.”

Then I am glad I have brought you, and I am glad that I 
have told you this. This proves to me that I have made a wise 
decision in determining that you are ready. Let us then stop and 
pray now. I will teach you the Al-Fatitah. These are the opening 
verses of the Koran. This, my son, is what you will say five times 
a day from this day forward. Now, repeat after me.”

The young Moslem repeated after his father with whole
hearted pride and faithfulness, as he now understood that the 
journey ahead would be interminable:

“Praise be to Allah, Lord of the Worlds,
The Beneficent, the Merciful,
Master of Judgment Day,
You do we worship and You we beseech for help;
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The path of those whom You have favored, 
And not of those Upon whom 
You have brought down Your wrath 
And have gone astray."

TO YOU
Lovely strands of brown and gold, 

The beauty told,
Music fills the air,
Oh, so far away.

Emerald green and blue,
I think of you,

So do I long to chat,
Will not come to pass,

Perhaps you'll call my bluff, 
Dreaming is good enough, 

Beauty so far away,
Maybe some other day.

--Kevin Gallagher
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The Language of Dusk
There on the skyline,
Black trees and leaves twlst- 
Orange and red resonate 
In one’s ears;

For the quiet solitude
Of a font-
Ever darkening, suffocating.

Relax and wish on the
Silent hum of a .
Star or the slithering
Of the wind;

Veiling a flake
Of moon, ringed in
The bitter herb
Of night.

Reach, unlock
My soul in the
Clatter of black leaves
And emerald grass.

And my eyes clang.

--Larry Bauer

The Order of Things
0, Platypus—that gentle cuss 
Bears zoological yoke.
Got Marsupial fur,
With Anatidae bill,
As Mother Nature's joke.

—Joanne V. Romano
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R Western Star
I wish I may
I wish I might
I wish this damn
pain would stop
pounding

my brain as I stare 
at the light of yesterdays 
shining here in the cold, black 
night—scurrying 
rock,
snow,
ice:

once elements of my 
brother's obsession 
to climb every mountain, 
reach for one more 
silver
sky.

I must be free
like the rock,
snow, ice, clouds;
Why can't
I
be free?—
his head must have 
questioned as he fell 
to his
death.

Ves, these elements, 
rock, snow and Ice, 
have now been twisted 
by the locks 
of
his
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mind.. ■

I stare and uionder, 
reluctantly leaving my 
brother’s strewn body, 
and descending the mountain, 
alone;

The light of yesterday 
my beacon.

—Lawrence R. Bauer

On the Highway Moors ot Night

It’s dark,
And frightened of the fog**
My fear speaks loud and plain.
For as I clear
Its path, I hear
The fog call out my name.

-Joanne V. Romano
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loll laleS
by Cher Wright

The lighting bolt shattered against the hillside, 
splintering trees and boulders in its path. A ferocious thunder 
dap following in the wake of the bolt's destruction split the 
heavens with a deafening roar. The ground pitched and rolled in 
protest against the onslaught. Spotlighted by the glare of the 
thunderbolt, Jupiter stood alone high above the tortured valley.
In the distance he could see the tormented sea. Crashing waves 
and whirling foam marred the surface of the water. Jupiter 
knew his brother Neptune was angry as well. Only Pluto was 
content, living in the type of desolate solitude only he and the 
dead could enjoy. As the earth shuddered from the divine 
punishment, Mars appeared at the right hand of Jupiter, 
clearly pleased with the violent results. Jupiter paused long 
enough to notice that the goddesses were characteristically 
absent from the realm of his tantrum. He knew Juno would 
ignore her husband's tirade, Venus would condemn the display, 
and Artemis would believe the tantrum was another product of 
the shortcomings of men. The king of the gods also knew Bacchus 
would still be drinking and celebrating in the forests despite the 
chaos erupting around him. And Jupiter realized (with a great 
deal of dissatisfaction) that the darkness and destruction that 
existed now would be swept away with the coming of Apollo and the 
morning sun. But while Apollo and the new day were still hours 
away, Jupiter was free to rave. In a flash, the God of Justice 
threw more thunderbolts. Again the earth shook, trees fell, and a 
driving torrent of ocean waves continued to enact the furious will 
of the gods. Again Jupiter reached out his mighty hand and...

Julie felt someone shaking her shoulder. She jumped up, 
startled, and found herself staring into the inquisitive eyes of Dr. 
Bennett. The dig’s team leader had on a large hat and a slicker, but 
it did little to prevent the rain which sprayed his glasses and 
cascaded down his chin. Julie could see, even through the curtain 
of rain, that Dr. Bennett was concerned. She also had no trouble 
figuring out why. She had been found moments ago, sitting knee 
deep in the muddy ruins of the partially excavated Pantheon. She 
was still and alone, caught fast in the realm of daydreams,
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apparently impervious to the battering thunderstorm around her. 
Even as she stood there with Dr. Bennett, a shaft of lightning 
crashed into the forest to the east of the tell. In the brief flash of 
light, Julie gave the older man a wan, repentant smile, and she 
followed him along the winding trail that led to the archaeological 
team camp.

Nearly a week later the incident was forgotten, and Julie 
was once again alone working on a higher part of the tell. Her 
fellow archaeologists were below the crest of the mound working 
hard to excavate the large amphitheater that was discovered 
months ago. Julie, however, preferred to search for the smaller, 
more revealing artifacts left by the Romans, and that is why she 
was alone on the east side of the tell carefully extracting what 
appeared to be a large goblet. She worked meticulously, recording 
observations as to the site and position of the object she sought. It 
was dusk when she finally extracted the vessel, and Julie was 
ecstatic to learn that she had unearthed an undamaged two-handled 
wine goblet. Julie's personal celebration prematurely ended when 
she suddenly realized that it was getting dark. She picked up her 
papers and the big chalice before taking a shortcut through the 
woods back to the camp.

Julie knew she had almost arrived when she could see the 
glow of lights in the distance. When she reached the illuminated 
area, however, Julie realized they were not the lights from the 
camp. These were flickering flames from the many torches which 
were staked into the ground throughout the clearing. Before the 
young archaeologist could take in the entire scene, a band of 
women, dressed scantily in fawn skins, burst into the open space. 
They stopped abruptly in the midst of the glimmering torches and 
clasped their hands. Then one by one, each left the meeting and 
melted into the forest. The torches still burned, however, and 
Julie stood entranced by what she had seen. Suddenly, the silence 
was broken by the rhythmic pounding of drums. The ominous 
sound echoed through the trees and was soon accompanied by the 
wailing music of a flute. The forest came alive as the women 
returned to the clearing. No longer were they placidly linking 
arms. Now they were dancing wildly, swinging heavy two-handled 
goblets to the ceaseless beat of the drums. Wine or blood or both 
sloshed over the edge of the goblets, staining the dancer’s legs and 
hands. Firelight glinted off the ivy wreaths that each participant 
wore about her head. When the dance reached its crescendo 
another woman emerged from the trees. She danced wildly around
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the fires like the others, but instead of the overflowing wine 
chalice, this powerful woman swung a young goat to the beat of the 
drums. Eventually the drums stopped, and in response to this 
signal, the women rushed to the goat and tore the poor animal limb 
from limb, reveling in the blood and eating the raw flesh. In the 
midst of their meal, the women all turned toward Julie. They 
called her name and beckoned for her to join them. Hesitantly she 
stepped forward and found herself no longer in the torch-lit 
forests of ancient Rome, but in the lamp-lit archaeological camp 
next to the tell. What she had witnessed was gone, and in its place 
were her friends calling her to join them. Julie’s associates were 
grouped around a bonfire, and mutton was cooking on a spit. Large 
glasses of wine were being passed around, and jazz music was 
playing loudly in the background. The camp lights flickered as Dr. 
Bennett brought more food from the tents. On his way back to the 
dinner party, he saw Julie coming confusedly out of another 
daydream. Shaking his head, the project leader playfully chided 
Julie. He led her up to the bonfire, and formally announced the 
distinguished presence of Walter Mitty at the barbecue. Julie's 
companions laughed, and outwardly she laughed with them, but on 
the inside she was frustrated. The daydreams were so real to her, 
and she enjoyed the intimacy they seemed to give her with the 
people of ancient Rome. On the other hand, they were beginning to 
cause trouble for her regarding her work on the tell. She now 
chose to work alone away from the group. She was a terrific 
archaeologist, but these recurring trances were starting to 
obstruct her progress and the progress of those around her.

The next day Julie was determined not to let the visions 
interrupt her work. She went out early with the others to help in 
the continuing excavation of the large amphitheater. The morning 
went by quickly, and Julie enjoyed working with the group again. 
When the team took a break for lunch, they all sat on the newly 
uncovered steps of the theater. Julie was absentmindedly eating 
her sandwich when the crowd around her erupted into wild 
cheering. In a glance she realized that the arena below was no 
longer empty. A Roman gladiator was standing confidently with his 
shoulders squared and his hands restiijig authoritatively on his 
hips. His feet were widely spaced in a bold stance, and the shield 
he bore hung loosely from a massive forearm. The crowd buzzed 
with anticipation while the centurion merely waited, looking 
magnificent with the glare from the sun glinting off of his plumed 
helmet. Finally, the long-awaited moment arrived as a bedraggled
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young man was shoved into the arena. It was immediately clear 
that this youth was no match for the gladiator. The hostile crowd 
shouted their approval as the unfortunate victim fearfully awaited 
the certainty of a horrible death witnessed by thousands of 
bloodthirsty fans. Each spectator knew the young man’s only 
crime had been his choice of religion, yet they cheered for his 
death as loudly as they would for the favorite in a chariot race 
coming down the stretch. Almost gleefully, the seasoned gladiator 
strode toward the unarmed, terrified boy. The crowd s excitement 
reached a fevered pitch as the soldier closed in on the huddled 
figure at the end of the arena. Finally Julie could watch no more. 
She screamed at the gladiator and the bloodthirsty spectators to 
end this barbarism. In return, Julie received the bewildered 
looks of the other archaeologists in the stands. Marc and Garry 
abruptly stopped their amateurish reenactment of the ancient 
gladiator games. The jesting cheers of her friends were silenced 
when the two men ceased their roughhousing in the arena. The 
entire team looked expectantly at Julie before they realized that 
the outburst was just another product of her idiosyncratic 
daydreams.

Later that evening, Julie met with Dr. Bennett in his camp 
office to discuss her future work on the tell. They determined that 
her imagination was useful for recreating possible scenes from 
Roman life, but at the same time each understood the problems the 
daydreams caused for the other members of the team as well as for 
Julie. It was decided that she should continue to work with the 
team until the excavations for this tell were finished. When the 
work here was completed, Dr. Bennett asked that Julie put her 
terrific imagination to work on a book of probable occurrences in 
Roman religion. Upon hearing this request, Julie smiled for the 
first time in weeks. Instead of the expected rebuke, she had 
received a solution as well as an outlet for her visions. With a 
conceivable future once again in sight, Julie gratefully accepted 
Dr. Bennett's proposal.
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HOWL - For My Generation
I wait as war intrudes upon my generation, 

who see war glorified madonna’s tits squeezed jimmy
baker cry san francisco crumble interrupting the 
world series god forbid,

who digest censorship domestication of our minds 
monarchy in school IPs rude cops rude teachers 
rude adults rude guys with sticks up their asses,

who hear about aids Vietnam war anti-war protests 
gassed students on campuses needless killings 
rape racism in the good old days,

who drink smoke screw friends without lubricated ribbed 
tipped condoms extra-large condoms multi
colored condoms stealth condoms because 
because because,

who snowball cars women men grandma and grandpa 
on bridges in the night on weekends for 
enjoyment laughs of immaturity,

who egg a man in the neck a friend’s car a bitch’s house 
chased into a fence along white wealth avenue,

who drink into oblivion naked in January with ugly girls' 
skirts easily accessible for studs with no morals 
begging and pleading for sex in the pitch black of 
the night,

who think cool is an invitation to stupidity in a 
headlightless car with no seatbelts no brains eyes 
that make ugly into gorgeous smart into 
dumb life into death,

who look at government with cold mouths and pens of 
inkless power & voiceless mouths mute in the 
ears of the world,

who call for peace compassion & sensitivity only to hear 
the echoes of their voices over & over on the trail 
to the m,

who watch racist sexist homophobic ignorant asshole 
helms win election in racist sexist homophobic 
nation of capitalist u.s.a. the land of a hypocrisy 
called freedom,
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who hear and see neo-nazi punks with no hair, kkk 
coneheads bum black crossed painted white in 
bathrobes of sheets with cum stains afraid of 
power infringing upon theirs, wimps of the 
world,

who feel nothing but pseudo patriotism of monarchy 
with pseudo-environmental pseudo educational 
pseudo patriotic president bush two faced bare of 
moral mind heart underwear,

who concentrate on mtv espn cbs nbc abc and dr 
ruth new updates on the sexuality on youth in 
high schools colleges streets alleys crack polluted 
playboys and colored contacts,

who beat fags queers niggers for ego boosts of 
hallucinogenic power strength superiority 
masking inferiority ignorance homophobic 
racists bigots from hell to new york to los angeles 
to missoula,

who fear themselves, hide from the world, from society 
fake blonds fake nails fake busts steroids fake 
bakes super diets of celebs on talk shows,

who cannot say anything draw anything sing anything in 
a nation of misquotations fearful idiots on white 
horses leaving a trail of shit of boring 
mindlessness & domestication,

who consume gas alcohol drugs birth control pills at the 
rate of explosion into the nuclear holocaust burying 
governments people metrodomes garbage 
shopping malls and fads of time in coffins of 
sand poison gas napalm agent orange,

who cross the street for a smoke so angry folks in the big 
white house call cops bodyguards (bi and cia for 
a chip in their fence prejudice authoritarians with 
kissed asses from school administrators,

who are products of mass production cheap price tags 
fraudulent owners in a market full of defects, 
returns, and bad checks,

who run naked in the halls of guilt fear pain locked in by 
doors standardization and a superintendent with 
no clue, a board with little clue, everyone looking 
for clues nonexistent,

who are psychoanalyzed collected confirmed researched
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experimented with in eternity of oscillating 
generalizations,

who slit their wrists encouraged by compassionless 
suicidal society full of needless numbers figures 
formulas graphs stats glorifying death by all & 
any means,

who expose themselves to tortures of military aggressive 
hairless sexist homophobic men growing up in 
the eyes of rambo & north,

who catch flicks grab something to drink vegetate in 
front of the tube smoke some bad shit while bo 
tells them what he knows,

who worship themselves or everyone else but themselves 
in a sorry world of pity mongers mike tysons 
dice mcs,

who write in conformity uniform bullshit in yearbooks 
pictures of the silly neat cool tough rad hip times 
of meaninglessness,

who hang out at med’s next to ronny happy meals 
acting tough on linoleum floors plastic tables 
styrofoam containers of a billion years,

who are deaf from boring teachers lectures on 
complimentary angles librarians tripping out 
adults rampaging their rooms for loot mags 
contraceptives in awkward places dust lint in 
corners of untouched areas,

who are apathetic to everything but their hair at seven 
thirty in the morning with poisonous hairspray 
from hell make-up cologne stinking the world up 
without flushing the waste,

who live in dream worlds miracles fantasies lotteries mr 
right ms wrong waiting for the one waiting 
waiting waiting without living a second or two,

who believe this is the land of the free war is honorable 
racism dead elvis alive america a democracy no 
new taxes be happy,

who grew up me first me second me third in the reagan 
materialistic era of bmws, dead snails, and 
milkens,

who hooky-bob on icy roads in winter in parking lots 
wearing stolen green red brown deformed 
bowling shoes too big too small,
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who camp by rivers with kegs of watery beer tor cheap 
buzzes to put their hands up shirts & skirts in 
tents of hormones in twenty degree heat cooking 
spaghettios on dying campfires without a pot,

who endlessly put each other down tor an adrenaline trip 
never understanding anything except controversy 
sells pain sells sex sells everyone wants to sell,

who park in handicap parking with big pink Cadillacs too 
lazy to walk the line in dntnkenness of 
intoxicating avarice leather seats,

who have sex fully clothed for safety embarrassed of what 
lies beneath the barriers of the sexes in a hurry 
for the big monday night football game or 
curfew,

who have no say in politics a war for oil against a 
madman insane with power amerlca aided him 
with,

who howl never to be heard In the soundless wind of 
closed society except ginsberg on late in his 
poetry of protest and plea warning worlds of scary 
censored shit no one will listen to,

who will fight without a say a lift of the head a wink of 
a brow a bullshit a warcry of passionless tears goodbyes 
nice military funerals paid for with speeches on honor and 
pride,

who never want to fight to hear bullshit eulogies in light 
of death to fuel funeral processions across the 
states,

who saw the Vietnam memorial roses tears relatives 
girlfriends moms dads names names names 
names names names names names names names 
names names names names names names names 
names names names names names names names 
names names names names names names names 
penetrating the wall of souls,

who never want to relive another wall,
who never want to see (he best minds of [our] generation 

destroyed by madness.

-Jeff Boone
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